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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to present the two different methods
of embedding the optimization in simulation on model DYNBALANCE(2-
2). This model follows the versions, named: DYNBALANCE(1-3) and
DYNBALANCE(3-1). Now, authors confronts two methods of embedding the
optimization in simulation on models type SD. First of the undertaking of the
problem refers to the idea of Legras about so called ”pseudosolution” of equ-
ation: Ax− b = 0 which minimize the norm of these differences. The second
formulating of the problem takes advantage of Linear Programming and can
be named: ”embedding linear programming in System Dynamics”.

Keywords: System Dynamics Method, Optimization and Simulation, Mo-
del DYNBALANCE(2-2), Model DYNBALANCE(2-2-LP).

1 Introduction

The idea of embedding the optimization in simulation on models type System
Dynamics authors have undertaken many years ago. First, Kasperska in her pa-
per (Kasperska 1980) has asked a question about identification and construction
of decision policies which has ”optimization” character. Then Kasperska has be-
en studying the problem of artificial intelligences and was inspired by the works
of Keloharju (Keloharju 1977) and mainly by prof. G. Coyle (Coyle 1996, Coyle
1998, Coyle 1999). But, only few years ago Kasperska and her colleagues: Słota and
Mateja-Losa, have possibilities to take experiments on models using languages: Pro-
fessional Dynamo 4.0 and COSMIC and COSMOS. The object of experimentation
were models of dynamical balances of production and balances of raw materials, cre-
ated by Kasperska and named: DYNBALANCE(1-3), DYNBALANCE(3-1). From
books and articles of prof. Coyle follows the idea of ”simulation during optimiza-
tion” (see (Coyle 1996, Coyle 1999)). The Kasperska has gone the opposite way. She
was interested in embedding the optimization in simulation on System Dynamics



models. But not only. In papers (Kasperska and Słota 2000, Kasperska, Mateja-
Losa and Słota 2000b, Kasperska, Mateja-Losa and Słota 2001) Kasperska with her
colleagues, applied the idea of Coyle as well. Now, the attention is focus on two diffe-
rent methods of embedding the optimization in simulation on the example of model
DYNBALANCE(2-2). In next section they will be presented and further some inte-
resting results will be discussed and some questions of interest will be undertaken.

2 Two methods of embedding the optimization in

simulation on model DYNBALANCE(2-2)

For presenting the methods of embedding the optimization in simulation on mo-
del type System Dynamics, some mathematics is necessary. Now from the experience,
authors appreciates the second (”historically invented”) method like much valuable
but now starts from description of first method signalized in the introduction.
Before the presentation the idea of this method we have to reflect upon the

question: what really we want to optimize, and what for? Generally speaking, we
model and simulate the dynamics of modelled systems, to: ”diagnose the causes
of faulty behavior and tune the system feedback loops to get better behavior”
(see (Coyle 1996)). So the measurement of that ”faulty behavior”, seems to be
very important issue for the modelers. One of such measure can be the norm (ma-
thematically precisely speaking euclidesian norm) of the defences of matrix: Ax− b,
where the matrixes: A, x and b have the meaning comprehensible fully after pre-
sentation the structure of model DYNBALANCE(2-2). So, its time for necessary
details. On Figure 1 the Reader can study the main structure of the model, in Łuka-
szewicz’s symbols (Łukaszewicz 1975, Łukaszewicz 1976, Kasperska 2002a). Below
the meanings of matrixes: A, x and b can be recognize in presented matrix equation
Ax = b:









































q11 0 q12 0
0 q21 0 q22
1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1

ucp11 · q11 0 ucp21 · q12 0
0 ucp12 · q21 0 ucp22 · q22
1 0 0 0
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(1)

The variables: frdp1(t) and frdp2(t) are not presented on Figure 1, but the
Reader can recognize them by follow the Appendix 1. The idea of solving the ma-
trix equation (1) uses the method of Legras (Legras 1974) by finding the so called
”pseudosolution”, which minimize the norm of underdetermined equation (1). This
is the euklidessian norm, so it is the square root of sum of squares of discrepancies
(Ax − b)i, for i = 1, 2, . . . , 10. So, the found solution is that give the best ”fitting”
of balance (modelling by equation (1)).



Figure 1. Main structure of the model DYNBALANCE(2-2)



Figure 2. Main structure of the model DYNBALANCE(2-2-LP)



Technically speaking, the solving of matrix equation (1) is the problem of pro-
gramming specific works on matrixes, in order to attain x:

x =
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rm12
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=
(

AT · A
)

−1

· AT · b.

The formula was examined by authors and for given number values we have gotten
results, that will be described in next section.
Now, we start to present the second of promised method of embedding optimi-

zation in simulation on System Dynamics models. The idea is completely simple.
Locally, in model SD, functions the decision rule, which is optimal, in sense of clas-
sical Linear Programming. So, the rule models the decision, which gives the best
desired (in sense of accepted criteria) value of optimized flow (here: flows). The
combined effect of embedding this LP solver in SD models, is that we can examine
the influences of ”locally” optimal decision on the dynamics of a whole system.
The formalization of such idea, refered to the model DYNBALANCE(2-2), gives

its corrected version: DYNBALANCE(2-2-LP), which is presented on Figure 2.
The symbol in double surrounding represents the classical formulation of the

problem of minimization the linear function (in matrix description: f(x) = cx) at
the constraints given by set of equations: Ax = b and x  0. At the conditions of
our model DYNBALANCE(2-2-LP), this symbol means detally:

f(x) = cx =
8
∑

i=1

cixi,

Ax = b,
x  0,

where:

c = (ucp11 · q11, ucp21 · q12, ucp12 · q21, ucp22 · q22, 0, 0, 0, 0),

A =











q11 q12 0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 q21 q22 0 −1 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1











,

b = (frdp1(t), frdp2(t), sour1(t), sour2(t)) .

This matrix formulation come from condition of task of minimalization by con-
straints, namely:

*) the condition for size of production, for each product separately:

q11 x1(t) + q12 x2(t)  frdp1(t),

q21 x3(t) + q22 x4(t)  frdp2(t);

**) the constraints of size of supply of raw materials, for each source separately:

x1(t) + x3(t) ¬ sourc1(t),

x2(t) + x4(t) ¬ sourc2(t);



**) of course, the values of rates (of raw materials number one and two for pro-
duction of products number one and two) can not to be negative.

Before embedding the constructed linear programming solver to the program
in Dynamo, we first solve the problem ”manually” for the time 0 of simulation.
To complete the information, lets determine, in the numerical form the problem of
optimization. So:

min f(x) = min (1.5 x1 + 2 x2 + 2 x3 + x4 + 0 x5 + 0 x6 + 0 x7 + 0 x8) ,

where:


















x1 + 2 x2 − x5 = 450,
x3 + 2 x4 − x6 = 450,
x1 + x3 + x7 = 200,
x2 + x4 + x8 = 350.

We have received the solution:


























































x1 = 200,
x2 = 125,
x3 = 0,
x4 = 225,
x5 = 0,
x6 = 0,
x7 = 0,
x8 = 0.

For such solution, the minimum of f(x) is:

min f(x) = 1.5 · 200 + 2 · 125 + 225 = 775.

We have the stres that such embedding the Linear Programming in System
Dynamics has the dynamical character. For each step of simulation the Linear Pro-
gramming solver will be calculated the optimum and ”embedding” it to the program
of System Dynamics. The condition for Linear Programming changed dynamically
and in consequences, influence the System Dynamics model as well. So this is the
fully feedback! The idea is compatible with base assumption of System Dynamics
modelling.

3 The results of experiments, with embedding

optimization in simulation, on model

DYNBALANCE(2-2)

Lets pay attention now on results of experiments on model DYNBALANCE(2-2).
Many interesting experiments were planned by Kasperska and performed by Słota by
using Professional Dynamo. The full program of model is located in Appendix 1. On
Figures 3–7 the main characteristics of variables of model DYNBALANCE(2-2) are
presented. The Reader, who will be interested in details, has possibilities to compare
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Figure 3. The characteristic of main variable norm in basic experiments (lin1(0) =
700, lin2(0) = 700 sourc1 = 200, sourc2 = 350)
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Figure 4. The characteristics of costs of production for products P1 (copr1 – blue
line) and P2 (copr2 – red line) in whole horizon of simulation (lin1(0) = 700,
lin2(0) = 700 sourc1 = 200, sourc2 = 350)

such important (in sense if ”quality” of fitting the balance: Ax = b, and in sense of
dynamics of whole system) variables, like: norm, copr1, copr2 lin1, lin2, rsl1, rsl2
prof1, prof2, profit. Under the figures, authors have indicated the characteristic
values of parameters, which can be change in different experiments.
The ”dramatic” influence of parameters: lin1(0), lin2(0) and the changing of

source1 and source2 for some characteristics of system Reader can see on Figures 8–
11. Under the condition of constraints of supply from sources of raw materials, the



problem of stopping the production has occurred and in consequences the losse of
profit from production. The dynamics of production of product P2 in such conditions
is shown on Figure 10. The dynamics of inventory of product P2 is shown on Figure 9.
The dynamics of profits from sale of products P1 and P2 and profit from whole

production under the condition of constraints of sources of raw materials Reader
can see on Figure 11 (and compare it from Figure 7).
The authors think that for Readers the presentation of detailed table of values

of discrepancies blb1, blb2, . . . , blb10 (entering the norm – see Appendix 1) will be
interesting, too. It is possible to see (and compare) the influence of the components
of norm on the final value. So, the authors have decided to present detailed results
in Table 3.
During creating the model and simulating the dynamics, authors have performed

so many experiments, that it is not possible to present them all in this paper. It
should be stress that ideas of authors have gone not only in direction of minimizing
of cost of production but of course in dual problem: the maximizing of profit. The
efforts are not finished. So it’s time for the conclusions.
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Figure 5. The characteristics of level of inventory of product P1 (lin1 – upper figure)
and demand for this product (rd1 – down figure) in whole horizon of simulation
(lin1(0) = 700, lin2(0) = 700 sourc1 = 200, sourc2 = 350)
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Figure 6. The characteristics of level of inventory of product P2 (lin2 – upper figure)
and demand for this product (rd2 – down figure) in whole horizon of simulation
(lin1(0) = 700, lin2(0) = 700 sourc1 = 200, sourc2 = 350)
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Figure 7. The characteristics of profits from sales of product P1 (prof1 – red line)
and P2 (prof2 – green line) and profit of whole production (profit – blue line;
taking into consideration the costs of production; lin1(0) = 700, lin2(0) = 700
sourc1 = 200, sourc2 = 350)
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Figure 8. The characteristics of level of inventory of product P1 (lin1 – blue line) and
demand for this product (rd1 – red line) in whole horizon of simulation (lin1(0) =
400, lin2(0) = 400 sourc1 = 20, sourc2 = 20)
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Figure 9. The characteristics of level of inventory of product P2 (lin2 – blue line) and
demand for this product (rd2 – red line) in whole horizon of simulation (lin1(0) =
400, lin2(0) = 400 sourc1 = 20, sourc2 = 20)
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Figure 10. The dynamics of production of product P2 under the condition of con-
straints of sources of raw materials (rm12 – blue line; rm22 – red line; lmt2 – green
line; trp2 – black line)
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Figure 11. The dynamics of profits from sales of product P1 (prof1 – red line) and
P2 (prof2 – green line) and profit of whole production (profit – blue line) under
the condition of constraints of sources of raw materials (taking into consideration
the costs of production)



Table 1. The fragment of ”dynamics” of components of variables norm (the cha-
racteristic of norm we presented on Figure 3)
Time blb1 blb2 blb3 blb4 blb5 blb6 blb7 blb8 blb9 blb10

0 −174.08 −72.74 −110.36 −68.23 207.51 133.32 −26.82 −83.54 1.37 80.40

1 −174.08 −72.74 −110.36 −68.23 207.51 133.32 −26.82 −83.54 1.37 80.40

2 −175.46 −73.72 −110.29 −67.34 208.30 133.80 −26.70 −83.59 1.67 80.99

3 −149.95 −58.92 −111.44 −81.77 193.16 126.72 −28.35 −83.08 −4.65 72.89

4 −111.04 −33.20 −113.37 −105.66 170.64 114.20 −31.54 −81.83 −13.53 57.86

5 −65.46 0.24 −115.83 −135.65 144.84 97.73 −35.97 −79.86 −23.10 37.45

6 −18.99 38.11 −118.56 −168.51 119.21 78.86 −41.28 −77.28 −31.94 13.42

7 24.35 77.37 −121.33 −201.53 96.02 59.12 −47.05 −74.28 −39.21 −12.32

8 62.04 115.30 −123.96 −232.53 76.53 39.87 −52.87 −71.09 −44.59 −37.95

9 92.79 149.66 −126.30 −259.89 61.22 22.31 −58.33 −67.97 −48.14 −61.74

10 88.94 165.79 −127.19 −268.79 66.79 13.33 −61.93 −65.27 −42.66 −76.13

11 67.02 169.13 −127.14 −266.09 82.66 10.64 −63.87 −63.27 −33.27 −82.82

12 35.55 163.33 −126.45 −255.81 103.56 12.56 −64.44 −62.01 −22.40 −83.42

13 −1.04 150.96 −125.31 −240.47 126.84 17.88 −63.91 −61.40 −11.14 −79.33

14 −15.32 136.63 −124.32 −228.75 134.24 25.14 −61.72 −62.60 −9.09 −69.66

15 −15.34 120.66 −123.39 −219.11 131.40 33.87 −58.37 −65.02 −13.02 −56.09

16 −4.74 103.57 −122.52 −211.07 120.97 43.64 −54.19 −68.33 −21.37 −39.70

17 12.30 85.60 −121.67 −203.90 105.88 54.14 −49.46 −72.21 −32.47 −21.44

18 32.21 66.92 −120.81 −196.92 88.68 65.14 −44.41 −76.40 −44.85 −2.06

19 52.08 47.63 −119.91 −189.56 71.38 76.48 −39.24 −80.67 −57.38 17.82

20 71.34 37.08 −119.52 −187.34 56.08 83.01 −35.94 −83.58 −67.50 30.16

21 64.08 32.09 −119.15 −182.76 60.25 85.45 −35.31 −83.84 −65.89 33.13

22 44.77 34.08 −119.04 −179.80 74.06 83.60 −36.82 −82.23 −57.86 28.05

23 20.56 43.05 −119.29 −180.00 92.53 77.73 −40.07 −79.22 −46.18 16.18

24 −5.11 57.99 −119.87 −183.49 113.09 68.55 −44.65 −75.21 −32.46 −1.03

25 −8.93 79.75 −121.09 −195.80 119.64 56.50 −49.43 −71.65 −25.61 −20.19

26 1.80 105.62 −122.71 −213.72 116.78 42.78 −54.25 −68.46 −23.43 −40.29

27 21.83 122.17 −123.90 −228.02 105.77 34.52 −56.58 −67.32 −27.18 −50.84

28 48.01 131.83 −124.76 −239.49 89.25 30.28 −57.13 −67.63 −35.03 −54.46

29 77.48 136.36 −125.36 −248.56 69.52 28.97 −56.41 −68.95 −45.44 −53.13

30 107.47 136.98 −125.73 −255.40 48.73 29.82 −54.84 −70.89 −57.01 −48.39

31 110.16 131.74 −125.46 −252.81 45.92 32.80 −53.58 −71.87 −59.35 −43.46

32 99.56 123.02 −124.83 −245.27 51.75 37.14 −52.36 −72.47 −57.36 −37.91

33 82.64 112.20 −124.01 −235.09 61.62 42.39 −51.05 −72.96 −53.41 −31.69

34 62.84 100.09 −123.08 −223.53 73.25 48.22 −49.63 −73.45 −48.65 −24.87

35 41.86 87.17 −122.09 −211.22 85.56 54.45 −48.11 −73.98 −43.63 −17.58

36 20.47 73.73 −121.07 −198.50 98.08 60.95 −46.51 −74.56 −38.58 −9.92

37 23.03 71.28 −120.96 −197.57 95.85 62.40 −45.85 −75.11 −40.19 −7.38

38 39.80 77.30 −121.50 −204.82 85.24 59.77 −46.16 −75.34 −45.26 −9.55

39 65.80 90.20 −122.54 −218.20 69.42 53.74 −47.39 −75.15 −52.25 −15.95

40 96.23 108.13 −123.93 −235.57 51.42 45.15 −49.43 −74.50 −59.72 −25.85



4 Final remarks and conclusions

The purpose of the paper was to present the two different methods of embedding
the optimization in simulation on model DYNBALANCE(2-2). Authors have shown,
using some mathematics, how formulate, in two ways, the problem of optimization
embedded in System Dynamics model. The works with this subject are still in pro-
gress and it should be stress that many efforts waits for authors. So, it is time for
the conclusions:

• authors have not shown in this paper the results of ”working” the linear pro-
gramming solver, because some difficulties have occurred in programming al-
gorithm of linear programming in Dynamo language. But the conception is
ready and authors present the mains elements of program in Appendix 2. We
hopes, that the program of simulation of solving linear programming inside
model DYNBALANCE(2-2) will be ready soon and we will be able to present
the results to our Readers;

• possibilities of language Dynamo, makes possible to operate with such element
like: ”arrays”, ”macros” and with instruction ”for”. It is all very important
in constructing the algorithm of calculating the ”simplex tables” in linear
programming program. It would be ”easy job” in such languages like, for
example ”old good” DYSMAP (on big computers), which had possibilities
to cooperate with Fortran (and of course, to use its rich library);

• when authors overcome the problem of minimizing using linear programming,
it will be easy to ask a question of maximizing and authors hope that some
dual results will occurs for interesting interpretation of the economic problem;

• the interesting point of view will be comparing the results of embedding the
optimization in simulation on System Dynamics model with the classical Coy-
le’s ”simulation during optimization” (see (Coyle 1996, Coyle 1999)). Authors,
partially, have undertaken this problem already in paper (Kasperska 2002a);

• the developing of the ideas of embedding optimization in simulation on Sys-
tem Dynamics models, enrich the possibilities of System Dynamics method,
in the context of supporting the decision – makers in social and economic
organization. So this effort lies in wide spectrum of methods of using artifi-
cial intelligence in support systems (precisely speaking: the using of hybrid
models).
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Appendix 1. Program in Dynamo

* Balance of two raw materials and two products

note

note level of raw materials during transformation into product p1

note

n lmt1=200

l lmt1.k=lmt1.j+dt*(ttrp1.j-rpr1.jk)

a ttrp1.k=clip(trp1.k,0,desir1,lin1.k)

note

note transformation of raw materials into product p1

note

a trp1.k=q11*prrm11.k+q12*prrm21.k

note

note rate of production of product p1

note

r rpr1.kl=switch(0,lmt1.k/tpr1,lmt1.k)

note

note gains of transformation raw materials into product p1

note

c q11=1



c q12=2

note

note time of transformation in lmt1

note

c tpr1=2

note

note level of raw materials during transformation into product p2

note

n lmt2=400

l lmt2.k=lmt2.j+dt*(ttrp2.j-rpr2.jk)

a ttrp2.k=clip(trp2.k,0,desir2,lin2.k)

note

note transformation of raw materials into product p2

note

a trp2.k=q21*prrm12.k+q22*prrm22.k

note

note rate of production of product p2

note

r rpr2.kl=switch(0,lmt2.k/tpr2,lmt2.k)

note

note gains of transformation raw materials into product p2

note

c q21=1

c q22=2

note

note time of transformation in lmt2

note

c tpr2=4

note

note

note level of inventory of product p1

note

n lin1=350

l lin1.k=lin1.j+dt*(rpr1.jk-rsl1.j)

note

note sale of product p1

note

a rsl1.k=clip(0,rd1.k,rd1.k*dt,lin1.k)

note

note demand for product p1

note

a rd1.k=po+p1*sin((6.28*time.k)/perd)

c po=100

c p1=30

c perd=52

note



note indicator of the losse of sale of product p1

note

a ilosl1.k=switch(1,0,rsl1.k)

note

note level of the lossen sale of product p1

note

n losl1=0

l losl1.k=losl1.j+dt*(rd1.j-rsl1.j)

note

note losse of profit from potencial sale of product p1

note

a loprf1.k=losl1.k*price1

note

note

note level of inventory of product p2

note

n lin2=350

l lin2.k=lin2.j+dt*(rpr2.jk-rsl2.j)

note

note sale of product p2

note

a rsl2.k=clip(0,rd2.k,rd2.k*dt,lin2.k)

note

note demand for product p2

note

a rd2.k=po+p2*sin((6.28*time.k)/perd)

c p2=30

note

note indicator of the losse of sale of product p2

note

a ilosl2.k=switch(1,0,rsl2.k)

note

note level of the lossen sale of product p2

note

n losl2=0

l losl2.k=losl2.j+dt*(rd2.j-rsl2.j)

note

note losse of profit from potencial sale of product p2

note

a loprf2.k=losl2.k*price2

note

note prices of products p1 and p2 on market

note

c price1=300

c price2=350

note



note costs of production of products p1 and p2

note

a copr1.k=ucp11*q11*prrm11.k+ucp21*q12*prrm21.k

a copr2.k=ucp12*q21*prrm12.k+ucp22*q22*prrm22.k

note

note levels of costs of productions of products p1 and p2

note

n lcopr1=0

l lcopr1.k=lcopr1.j+dt*copr1.j

n lcopr2=0

l lcopr2.k=lcopr2.j+dt*copr2.j

note

note levels of sales of the product p1 and p2

note

n lsale1=0

l lsale1.k=lsale1.j+dt*rsl1.j

n lsale2=0

l lsale2.k=lsale2.j+dt*rsl2.j

note

note profit from production

note

a profit.k=prof1.k-lcopr1.k+prof2.k-lcopr2.k

a prof1.k=lsale1.k*price1

a prof2.k=lsale2.k*price2

note

note

note

c ucp1=10

c ucp2=5

c ucp3=2

note

note unit cost of production of product p1 from raw materials

note

c ucp11=1.50

c ucp21=1.00

note

note unit cost of production of product p2 from raw materials

note

c ucp12=2.00

c ucp22=0.5

note

note forecasted rate of demand for product p1 (plan of production of product p1)

note

a frdp1.k=ard1.k+(desir1-lin1.k)/tau1

note

note averaging rate of demand for product p1



note

n ard1=100

l ard1.k=ard1.j+dt*(rd1.j-ard1.j)/tasmo1

note

note time of smoothing the demand for product p1

note

c tasmo1=12

note

note desired value of level of inventory of product p1

note

c desir1=1400

note

note time of adjusting of inventory lin1 to the desired value

note

c tau1=2

note

note forecasted rate of demand for product p2 (plan of production of product p2)

note

a frdp2.k=ard2.k+(desir2-lin2.k)/tau2

note

note averaging rate of demand for product p2

note

n ard2=100

l ard2.k=ard2.j+dt*(rd2.j-ard2.j)/tasmo2

note

note time of smoothing the demand for product p2

note

c tasmo2=12

note

note desired value of level of inventory of product p2

note

c desir2=1400

note

note time of adjusting of inventory lin2 to the desired value

note

c tau2=2

note

note characteristics of sources of raw materials

note

a sourc1.k=20

a sourc2.k=20

note

note rrm11 - rate of raw material (rm11)

note

r rrm11.kl=clip(init11,arm11.k,0,time.k)

a id11.k=1



l arm11.k=arm11.j+dt*(rm11.jk-arm11.j)/at11

n arm11=init11

c at11=1

c init11=10

note

note rrm12 - rate of raw material (rm12)

note

r rrm12.kl=clip(init12,arm12.k,0,time.k)

a id12.k=1

l arm12.k=arm12.j+dt*(rm12.jk-arm12.j)/at12

n arm12=init12

c at12=1

c init12=20

note

note rrm21 - rate of raw material (rm21)

note

r rrm21.kl=clip(init21,arm21.k,0,time.k)

a id21.k=1

l arm21.k=arm21.j+dt*(rm21.jk-arm21.j)/at21

n arm21=init21

c at21=1

c init21=45

note

note rrm22 - rate of raw material (rm22)

note

r rrm22.kl=clip(init22,arm22.k,0,time.k)

a id22.k=1

1‘l arm22.k=arm22.j+dt*(rm22.jk-arm22.j)/at22

n arm22=init22

c at22=1

c init22=40

note

note prrm11 - proofed rate of raw material rm11

note prrm12 - proofed rate of raw material rm12

note prrm21 - proofed rate of raw material rm21

note prrm22 - proofed rate of raw material rm22

note

a prrm11.k=clip(0,amin11.k,0,amin11.k)

a amin11.k=min(rrm11.kl,sourc1.k)

a prrm12.k=clip(0,amin12.k,0,amin12.k)

a amin12.k=min(min(rrm12.kl,sourc1.k-rrm11.kl),sourc1.k)

a prrm21.k=clip(0,amin21.k,0,amin21.k)

a amin21.k=min(rrm21.kl,sourc2.k)

a prrm22.k=clip(0,amin22.k,0,amin22.k)

a amin22.k=min(min(rrm22.kl,sourc2.k-rrm21.kl),sourc2.k)

note



note vector b

note

a b1.k=frdp1.k

a b2.k=frdp2.k

a b3.k=sourc1.k

a b4.k=sourc2.k

a b5.k=prf1b5.k+prf2b5.k

a b6.k=prf1b6.k+prf2b6.k

a b7.k=100

a b8.k=100

a b9.k=100

a b10.k=100

note

note

a prf1b5.k=clip(50000,15,0,arm11.k)

a prf2b5.k=clip(50000,90,0,arm12.k)

a prf1b6.k=clip(50000,40,0,arm21.k)

a prf2b6.k=clip(50000,40,0,arm22.k)

note

note some elements of matrix a

note

a a11.k=q11

a a12.k=0

a a13.k=q12

a a14.k=0

a a21.k=0

a a22.k=q21

a a23.k=0

a a24.k=q22

a a31.k=1

a a32.k=1

a a33.k=0

a a34.k=0

a a41.k=0

a a42.k=0

a a43.k=1

a a44.k=1

a a51.k=ucp11*q11

a a52.k=0

a a53.k=ucp21*q12

a a54.k=0

a a61.k=0

a a62.k=ucp12*q21

a a63.k=0

a a64.k=ucp22*q22

a a71.k=id11.k



a a72.k=0

a a73.k=0

a a74.k=0

a a81.k=0

a a82.k=id12.k

a a83.k=0

a a84.k=0

a a91.k=0

a a92.k=0

a a93.k=id21.k

a a94.k=0

a a101.k=0

a a102.k=0

a a103.k=0

a a104.k=id22.k

note

note vector at.b

note

a bb1.k=a11.k*b1.k+a101.k*b10.k+a21.k*b2.k+a31.k*b3.k+a41.k*b4.k+a51.k*b5.k+^

a61.k*b6.k+a71.k*b7.k+a81.k*b8.k+a91.k*b9.k

a bb2.k=a12.k*b1.k+a102.k*b10.k+a22.k*b2.k+a32.k*b3.k+a42.k*b4.k+a52.k*b5.k+^

a62.k*b6.k+a72.k*b7.k+a82.k*b8.k+a92.k*b9.k

a bb3.k=a13.k*b1.k+a103.k*b10.k+a23.k*b2.k+a33.k*b3.k+a43.k*b4.k+a53.k*b5.k+^

a63.k*b6.k+a73.k*b7.k+a83.k*b8.k+a93.k*b9.k

a bb4.k=a14.k*b1.k+a104.k*b10.k+a24.k*b2.k+a34.k*b3.k+a44.k*b4.k+a54.k*b5.k+^

a64.k*b6.k+a74.k*b7.k+a84.k*b8.k+a94.k*b9.k

note

note matrix c=at.a

note

a c11.k=a101.k*a101.k+a11.k*a11.k+a21.k*a21.k+a31.k*a31.k+a41.k*a41.k+^

a51.k*a51.k+a61.k*a61.k+a71.k*a71.k+a81.k*a81.k+a91.k*a91.k

a c12.k=a101.k*a102.k+a11.k*a12.k+a21.k*a22.k+a31.k*a32.k+a41.k*a42.k+^

a51.k*a52.k+a61.k*a62.k+a71.k*a72.k+a81.k*a82.k+a91.k*a92.k

a c13.k=a101.k*a103.k+a11.k*a13.k+a21.k*a23.k+a31.k*a33.k+a41.k*a43.k+^

a51.k*a53.k+a61.k*a63.k+a71.k*a73.k+a81.k*a83.k+a91.k*a93.k

a c14.k=a101.k*a104.k+a11.k*a14.k+a21.k*a24.k+a31.k*a34.k+a41.k*a44.k+^

a51.k*a54.k+a61.k*a64.k+a71.k*a74.k+a81.k*a84.k+a91.k*a94.k

a c21.k=a101.k*a102.k+a11.k*a12.k+a21.k*a22.k+a31.k*a32.k+a41.k*a42.k+^

a51.k*a52.k+a61.k*a62.k+a71.k*a72.k+a81.k*a82.k+a91.k*a92.k

a c22.k=a102.k*a102.k+a12.k*a12.k+a22.k*a22.k+a32.k*a32.k+a42.k*a42.k+^

a52.k*a52.k+a62.k*a62.k+a72.k*a72.k+a82.k*a82.k+a92.k*a92.k

a c23.k=a102.k*a103.k+a12.k*a13.k+a22.k*a23.k+a32.k*a33.k+a42.k*a43.k+^

a52.k*a53.k+a62.k*a63.k+a72.k*a73.k+a82.k*a83.k+a92.k*a93.k

a c24.k=a102.k*a104.k+a12.k*a14.k+a22.k*a24.k+a32.k*a34.k+a42.k*a44.k+^

a52.k*a54.k+a62.k*a64.k+a72.k*a74.k+a82.k*a84.k+a92.k*a94.k

a c31.k=a101.k*a103.k+a11.k*a13.k+a21.k*a23.k+a31.k*a33.k+a41.k*a43.k+^



a51.k*a53.k+a61.k*a63.k+a71.k*a73.k+a81.k*a83.k+a91.k*a93.k

a c32.k=a102.k*a103.k+a12.k*a13.k+a22.k*a23.k+a32.k*a33.k+a42.k*a43.k+^

a52.k*a53.k+a62.k*a63.k+a72.k*a73.k+a82.k*a83.k+a92.k*a93.k

a c33.k=a103.k*a103.k+a13.k*a13.k+a23.k*a23.k+a33.k*a33.k+a43.k*a43.k+^

a53.k*a53.k+a63.k*a63.k+a73.k*a73.k+a83.k*a83.k+a93.k*a93.k

a c34.k=a103.k*a104.k+a13.k*a14.k+a23.k*a24.k+a33.k*a34.k+a43.k*a44.k+^

a53.k*a54.k+a63.k*a64.k+a73.k*a74.k+a83.k*a84.k+a93.k*a94.k

a c41.k=a101.k*a104.k+a11.k*a14.k+a21.k*a24.k+a31.k*a34.k+a41.k*a44.k+^

a51.k*a54.k+a61.k*a64.k+a71.k*a74.k+a81.k*a84.k+a91.k*a94.k

a c42.k=a102.k*a104.k+a12.k*a14.k+a22.k*a24.k+a32.k*a34.k+a42.k*a44.k+^

a52.k*a54.k+a62.k*a64.k+a72.k*a74.k+a82.k*a84.k+a92.k*a94.k

a c43.k=a103.k*a104.k+a13.k*a14.k+a23.k*a24.k+a33.k*a34.k+a43.k*a44.k+^

a53.k*a54.k+a63.k*a64.k+a73.k*a74.k+a83.k*a84.k+a93.k*a94.k

a c44.k=a104.k*a104.k+a14.k*a14.k+a24.k*a24.k+a34.k*a34.k+a44.k*a44.k+^

a54.k*a54.k+a64.k*a64.k+a74.k*a74.k+a84.k*a84.k+a94.k*a94.k

note

note determinant of matrix c=at.a

note

a detc.k=c14.k*c23.k*c32.k*c41.k-c13.k*c24.k*c32.k*c41.k-^

c14.k*c22.k*c33.k*c41.k+c12.k*c24.k*c33.k*c41.k+^

c13.k*c22.k*c34.k*c41.k-c12.k*c23.k*c34.k*c41.k-^

c14.k*c23.k*c31.k*c42.k+c13.k*c24.k*c31.k*c42.k+^

c14.k*c21.k*c33.k*c42.k-c11.k*c24.k*c33.k*c42.k-^

c13.k*c21.k*c34.k*c42.k+c11.k*c23.k*c34.k*c42.k+^

c14.k*c22.k*c31.k*c43.k-c12.k*c24.k*c31.k*c43.k-^

c14.k*c21.k*c32.k*c43.k+c11.k*c24.k*c32.k*c43.k+^

c12.k*c21.k*c34.k*c43.k-c11.k*c22.k*c34.k*c43.k-^

c13.k*c22.k*c31.k*c44.k+c12.k*c23.k*c31.k*c44.k+^

c13.k*c21.k*c32.k*c44.k-c11.k*c23.k*c32.k*c44.k-^

c12.k*c21.k*c33.k*c44.k+c11.k*c22.k*c33.k*c44.k

note

note matrix d=Det[c]*Inverse[c]

note

a d11.k=-c24.k*c33.k*c42.k+c23.k*c34.k*c42.k+c24.k*c32.k*c43.k-c22.k*c34.k*^

c43.k-c23.k*c32.k*c44.k+c22.k*c33.k*c44.k

a d12.k=c14.k*c33.k*c42.k-c13.k*c34.k*c42.k-c14.k*c32.k*c43.k+c12.k*c34.k*^

c43.k+c13.k*c32.k*c44.k-c12.k*c33.k*c44.k

a d13.k=-c14.k*c23.k*c42.k+c13.k*c24.k*c42.k+c14.k*c22.k*c43.k-c12.k*c24.k*^

c43.k-c13.k*c22.k*c44.k+c12.k*c23.k*c44.k

a d14.k=c14.k*c23.k*c32.k-c13.k*c24.k*c32.k-c14.k*c22.k*c33.k+c12.k*c24.k*^

c33.k+c13.k*c22.k*c34.k-c12.k*c23.k*c34.k

a d21.k=c24.k*c33.k*c41.k-c23.k*c34.k*c41.k-c24.k*c31.k*c43.k+c21.k*c34.k*^

c43.k+c23.k*c31.k*c44.k-c21.k*c33.k*c44.k

a d22.k=-c14.k*c33.k*c41.k+c13.k*c34.k*c41.k+c14.k*c31.k*c43.k-c11.k*c34.k*^

c43.k-c13.k*c31.k*c44.k+c11.k*c33.k*c44.k

a d23.k=c14.k*c23.k*c41.k-c13.k*c24.k*c41.k-c14.k*c21.k*c43.k+c11.k*c24.k*^



c43.k+c13.k*c21.k*c44.k-c11.k*c23.k*c44.k

a d24.k=-c14.k*c23.k*c31.k+c13.k*c24.k*c31.k+c14.k*c21.k*c33.k-c11.k*c24.k*^

c33.k-c13.k*c21.k*c34.k+c11.k*c23.k*c34.k

a d31.k=-c24.k*c32.k*c41.k+c22.k*c34.k*c41.k+c24.k*c31.k*c42.k-c21.k*c34.k*^

c42.k-c22.k*c31.k*c44.k+c21.k*c32.k*c44.k

a d32.k=c14.k*c32.k*c41.k-c12.k*c34.k*c41.k-c14.k*c31.k*c42.k+c11.k*c34.k*^

c42.k+c12.k*c31.k*c44.k-c11.k*c32.k*c44.k

a d33.k=-c14.k*c22.k*c41.k+c12.k*c24.k*c41.k+c14.k*c21.k*c42.k-c11.k*c24.k*^

c42.k-c12.k*c21.k*c44.k+c11.k*c22.k*c44.k

a d34.k=c14.k*c22.k*c31.k-c12.k*c24.k*c31.k-c14.k*c21.k*c32.k+c11.k*c24.k*^

c32.k+c12.k*c21.k*c34.k-c11.k*c22.k*c34.k

a d41.k=c23.k*c32.k*c41.k-c22.k*c33.k*c41.k-c23.k*c31.k*c42.k+c21.k*c33.k*^

c42.k+c22.k*c31.k*c43.k-c21.k*c32.k*c43.k

a d42.k=-c13.k*c32.k*c41.k+c12.k*c33.k*c41.k+c13.k*c31.k*c42.k-c11.k*c33.k*^

c42.k-c12.k*c31.k*c43.k+c11.k*c32.k*c43.k

a d43.k=c13.k*c22.k*c41.k-c12.k*c23.k*c41.k-c13.k*c21.k*c42.k+c11.k*c23.k*^

c42.k+c12.k*c21.k*c43.k-c11.k*c22.k*c43.k

a d44.k=c13.k*c22.k*c31.k+c12.k*c23.k*c31.k+c13.k*c21.k*c32.k-c11.k*c23.k*^

c32.k-c12.k*c21.k*c33.k+c11.k*c22.k*c33.k

note

note rates of raw materials for production of products p1 and p2

note

r rm11.kl=(bb1.k*d11.k+bb2.k*d12.k+bb3.k*d13.k+bb4.k*d14.k)/detc.k

r rm12.kl=(bb1.k*d21.k+bb2.k*d22.k+bb3.k*d23.k+bb4.k*d24.k)/detc.k

r rm21.kl=(bb1.k*d31.k+bb2.k*d32.k+bb3.k*d33.k+bb4.k*d34.k)/detc.k

r rm22.kl=(bb1.k*d41.k+bb2.k*d42.k+bb3.k*d43.k+bb4.k*d44.k)/detc.k

note

note

note

a bl1.k=(q11*rm11.kl+q12*rm21.kl-b1.k)*(q11*rm11.kl+q12*rm21.kl-b1.k)

a bl2.k=(q21*rm12.kl+q22*rm22.kl-b2.k)*(q21*rm12.kl+q22*rm22.kl-b2.k)

a bl3.k=(rm11.kl+rm12.kl-b3.k)*(rm11.kl+rm12.kl-b3.k)

a bl4.k=(rm21.kl+rm22.kl-b4.k)*(rm21.kl+rm22.kl-b4.k)

a bl5.k=(a51.k*rm11.kl+a53.k*rm21.kl-b5.k)*(a51.k*rm11.kl+a53.k*rm21.kl-b5.k)

a bl6.k=(a62.k*rm12.kl+a64.k*rm22.kl-b6.k)*(a62.k*rm12.kl+a64.k*rm22.kl-b6.k)

a bl7.k=(rm11.kl-b7.k)*(rm11.kl-b7.k)

a bl8.k=(rm12.kl-b8.k)*(rm12.kl-b8.k)

a bl9.k=(rm21.kl-b9.k)*(rm21.kl-b9.k)

a bl10.k=(rm22.kl-b10.k)*(rm22.kl-b10.k)

a norm.k=sqrt(bl1.k+bl2.k+bl3.k+bl4.k+bl5.k+bl6.k+bl7.k+bl8.k+bl9.k+bl10.k)

note

note

a blb1.k=(q11*rm11.kl+q12*rm21.kl-b1.k)

a blb2.k=(q21*rm12.kl+q22*rm22.kl-b2.k)

a blb3.k=(rm11.kl+rm12.kl-b3.k)

a blb4.k=(rm21.kl+rm22.kl-b4.k)



a blb5.k=(a51.k*rm11.kl+a53.k*rm21.kl-b5.k)

a blb6.k=(a62.k*rm12.kl+a64.k*rm22.kl-b6.k)

a blb7.k=(rm11.kl-b7.k)

a blb8.k=(rm12.kl-b8.k)

a blb9.k=(rm21.kl-b9.k)

a blb10.k=(rm22.kl-b10.k)

note

note parameters of simulation

note

spec length=104/dt=1/savper=1

save rm11,rm21,lmt1,trp1,rm12,rm22,lmt2,trp2,lin1,rpr1,rsl1,rd1,lin2,rpr2,rsl2

save rd2,ilosl1,losl1,loprf1,ilosl2,losl2,loprf2,copr1,copr2,lcopr1,lcopr2

save frdp1,ard1,frdp2,ard2,norm,blb1,blb2,blb3,blb4,blb5,blb6,blb7,blb8,blb9

save blb10,rrm11,rrm12,rrm21,rrm22,arm11,arm12,arm21,arm22,prrm11,prrm12

save prrm21,prrm22,id11,id12,id21,id22,profit,prof1,prof2

Appendix 2. Elements of program of linear

programming solver for model

DYNBALANCE(2-2-LP)

I. Declaration of matrix a (first symplex table):

t a(*,1)=frdp1.k,1,2,0,0,-1,0,0,0,1,0

t a(*,2)=frdp2.k,0,0,1,2,0,-1,0,0,0,1

t a(*,3)=sourc1.k,1,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0

t a(*,4)=sourc2.k,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0

t a(*,5)=a50.k,a51.k,a52.k,a53.k,a54.k,a55.k,^

a56.k,a57.k,a58.k,a59.k,a510.k

II. Calculation the lambda for which:

lambda=min(a50.k,a51.k,a52.k,a53.k,a54.k,a55.k,^

a56.k,a57.k,a58.k,a59.k,a510.k)

It can be realising by using instruction min in way:

lambda=min(a50.k,min(a51.k,min(a52.k,min(a53.k,min(a54.k,min(a55.k,^

min(a56.k,min(a57.k,min(a58.k,min(a59.k,a510.k))))))))))



III. Identification of index k for which:

a5k.k=lambda.k

It can be make in ”cascading” way:

idenfk.k=clip(1,id1k.k,lambda.k,a51.k)

id1k.k=clip(2,id2k.k,lambda.k,a52.k)

id2k.k=clip(3,id3k.k,lambda.k,a53.k)

id3k.k=clip(4,id4k.k,lambda.k,a54.k)

id4k.k=clip(5,id5k.k,lambda.k,a55.k)

id5k.k=clip(6,id6k.k,lambda.k,a56.k)

id6k.k=clip(7,id7k.k,lambda.k,a57.k)

id7k.k=clip(8,id8k.k,lambda.k,a58.k)

id8k.k=clip(9,10,lambda.k,a59.k)

Of course, in final program, authors repleace this ”cascading” instruction by
appropriate ”macro” instruction.

IV. Identification of index l, element in ”symplex table” named xkl will be so
called ”soluting element”. The variable idenfl will be represented the searched
index l:

idenfl.k=clip(1,id1l.k,alfa.k,cb1.k/a1k)

id1l.k=clip(2,id2l.k,alfa.k,cb2.k/a2k)

id2l.k=clip(3,4,alfa.k,cb3.k/a3k)

alfa.k=min(cb1.k/a1k,min(cb2.k/a2k,min(cb3.k/a3k,cb4.k/a4k)))

It should be determine the table c (first table for price component of minimizing
function (f(x) = c x):

t c(*,1)=c1,c2,c3,c4,c5,c6,c7,c8,c9,c10

In first step of working symplex algorithm the variables cb1, cb2, cb3 and cb4
are determined:

cb1.k=c9

cb2.k=c10

cb3.k=0

cb4.k=0

Generally, in final program, should be defined of the elements the table ncb, in
way:

for i=1,4

ncb.k(i)=switch(c(idenfk.k),cb(i),i-idenfl.k)



V.When we have identified the position of ”solving” element, it means: idenfk,
idenfl, we can determine the second step of ”symplex table” named a2:

for i=1,5

for j=0,10

a2.k(i,j)=switch(aa2.k(i,j),ba2(i,j),i-idenfl.k)

for j=0,10

aa2.k(idenfl.k,j)=a.k(idenfl.k,j)/a.k(idenfl.k,idenfl.k)

for i=1,5

for j=0,10

ba2.k(i,j)=a.k(i,j)-a.k(idenfl.k,j)*a.k(i,idenfk.k)/a.k(idenfl.k,idenfk.k)

VI. The remaining step of algorithm (authors should work on it) will be identifing
the values of variables: x1, tt x2, . . . , x10 in succesive steps of transforming the
”simplex table”. Lets notice, that in first step:

x9=frdp1(0)

x10=frdp2(0)

x7=sourc1(0)

x8=sourc2(0)

x1=x2=x3=x4=x5=x6=0

Lets notice too, that the final values of variable xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , 10 (it mean, the
values in final step of transforming the ”simplex table”) will be the value of final
”simplex table” on its first column.
Authors hopes that the presentation of above mentioned elements, will help the

Readers to learn about the algorithm of linear programming (in Dynamo language).
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